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A DOCUMENTARY THAT EXAMINES 
THE COMPLEXITIES OF HUMAN DESIRE. 

In this poetic trip around the world, the oyster – with its sensual and lavish associations - acts as 
metaphor to explore human drives and desires. Linking stories of a New York burlesque dancer, 
French Michelin-starred chefs, a Swedish oyster diver, a Japanese pearl maker and a terminally ill 
English psychologist, the documentary by Willemiek Kluijfhout - narrated by the voice of desire - 
dives into the intricate nature of our deepest yearnings and quest for self-fulfilment. 
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SYNOPSIS
The Taste of Desire is a cinematic trip around the world, in which 
five different personal stories are linked by their unique connection 
to the oyster. A New York burlesque dancer, juggling motherhood and 
her infamous oyster act on stage. Two French Michelin-starred chefs, 
trying to free themselves from professional hazards in an ego-centric 
driven field. A young Swedish woman at a turning point, having made 
the radical decision to ditch her high-profile fashion career in the 

big city to become an Oyster-diver at the countryside. A Japanese 
pearl-jewelry maker on a mission to find beauty in imperfection. And 
finally, a terminally ill English psychologist, hoping to complete a book 
about oysters - his lives’ work – before it’s too late. By revealing their 
ambitions and existential fears, the complexities of human desire are 
at the core. To what lengths are we willing to go to satisfy our desires? 
And, can they ever be truly fulfilled? 
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DIRECTOR’S QUOTE
“Desire is the most powerful driving-source in a human life. It’s the motivation. It’s 
what fuels us into the future. At the same time, desires are also the biggest source 
of frustration. As soon as a desire is fulfilled, emptiness will follow, and there is a 
constant need to fill the emptiness that is left behind with something new.”
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PRODUCER’S
NOTE

The Taste of Desire differs from other documentaries in 
the way that big existential matters are made approachable 
by combining engaging aesthetics and intimate stories. 
This is due to the original way in which director Willemiek 
Kluijfhout uses the oyster as a metaphor and cinematographic 
vehicle to ask the (big) questions of life.  A sensual and 
entertaining film that does not shy away from diving into the 

deeps of human existence.  Rather than giving a pessimistic 
view of human endeavors, the documentary portrays failure, 
imperfection and struggles with compassion. Willemiek has 
a unique ability to combine heavy philosophical themes with 
visually stimulating images, sensuality and humor. Through 
her storytelling, big themes become intimate, relatable and 
personal. The Taste of Desire is no exception. 
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TECHNICAL INFORMATION
Length 1h27
Format DCP, 2K
Aspect Ratio: 1.85 

Sound: 5.1 mix
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CHARACTERS
BURLESQUE DANCER ANGIE PONTANI – NEW YORK

Angie Pontani, the ‘Queen of the Night’, is known for her 
epic stage act in which she appears from a life-size oyster. Her 
famous oyster dance is burlesque at its best, no one knows the 
art of desire and seduction like her. In her personal life she 
struggles to juggle her ambitions of being a present mother, 
whilst not giving up her passion for entertain on stage. 

CHEFS HUGO & OLIVIER ROELLINGER – FRANCE

Olivier Roellinger resides in Bretagne, France, having abandoned his three 
Michelin stars once discovering that a third star did not bring him any 
happiness. An extreme accident in his life influenced his career. Now, he is 
fighting the ego of a chef and reflects on what is important to leave behind 
for the next generation, as his son Hugo is following in his footsteps.

OYSTER DIVER LOTTA KLEMMING – SWEDEN 

Lotta Klemming leads a solitary life surrounded by rough 
and unpolished nature. But her life was not always like 
that. She left a prestigious fashion career in the big city for 
a desolated life in nature as an oyster diver. At a turning 
point, going from fast-fashion to slow-living, her radical 
decision reflects bigger existential themes. 

PEARL MAKER CHITOSE OCHI - JAPAN

Chitose Ochi is on quest for the imperfect pearl. The most commonly known round 
and white pearls are just a very small percentage of the pearls that are harvested 
from the Acoya oyster. Most does not fit the criteria of the ‘perfect pearl’, but are 
bumpy, discolored and fascinatingly unique. Her desire is to get people to affirm the 
beauty of the imperfect pearl to accept ourselves and the whims of life.

PSYCHO-ANALYST NIGEL MOORE – SWEDEN

The English psychologist and terminally ill Nigel 
Moore strives to complete his lives’ work: a 
psychological book about the oyster. He reflects on 
why people project their desires on the unsightly 
oyster. And what does Nigel himself still desire, with 
a very final deadline close in sight?
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DIRECTOR’S VISION
The oyster reminds us of decadence, wealth and sex and at the same time she connects 
us with the sea and nature in its purest form. What makes the oyster such an object of 
desire? Is it the way she looks, her taste? Do we long for the oyster or do we long for 
what the oyster is associated with? Does this say something about the essence of the 
oyster or the essence of our desires? In search of what the attraction of the oyster is I 
find that the passion for oysters is more about desire. 

Desire is a theme that, with my background in philosophy, has been driving me for 
a long time. 
Desire is the most powerful source in human life. It’s the reason we make plans every day, 
that we look forward to a dinner, come up with ideas for new films, motivated towards 
what new experiences the future will bring. Desires, however, are also the biggest source 
of frustration. As soon as a desire is fulfilled, emptiness will follow, and there is always 

the need to fill the emptiness that is left behind with new desires. It’s a vicious cycle, in 
which fulfilled desires leave us with little satisfaction and desires that take too long to 
fulfil, make us apathetic. Often the expectation of fulfilling a desire can’t weigh up the 
disappointment of the actual experience either. Desires are insatiable. 

In this documentary, by means of the oyster, I want to take the audience on a journey 
in which desires can be felt and thought about. A journey in which we see how 
desires are connected to the oyster and the way in which they are illustrated in word 
and picture, without being moralistic. It’s my goal to question why we chase our 
desires so thoughtlessly, why we don’t take the time to understand or learn about our 
desires. In the documentary, I would like to look at the human desire as a strength 
and as a deficiency. Sensible, with humor and compassion. The continuous flow of 
(un)fulfilled desires as a ‘celebration of life’.
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DIRECTOR 
  
WILLEMIEK 
KLUIJFHOUT

Amsterdam-based Willemiek Kluijfhout (1971) has directed several highly acclaimed feature length 
documentaries and award-winning fiction-shorts that have been shown at various international film festivals 
and on television. She is a graduate of the Dutch Film Academy, earned a Masters in the philosophy of Art 
and Culture, has worked as documentary advisor for the Netherlands Film Fund and now lectures at the 
Audio-visual Design Department at the Willem de Kooning Academy in Rotterdam. In her work, she tells 
compelling stories about desires, ambition and sacrifices. 

FILMOGRAPHY 

BALL POSSESSION (10’ 2007)  
winner shorts at New York City Short Film Festival

L’AMOUR DES MOULES (75’ 2011) 
opening film of the Culinary Cinema at Berlinale 2013 and won the Canon Cinematography Award

SERGIO HERMAN, FUCKING PERFECT’ (80’ 2015) 
premiered at the Berlinale 2015, received the Crystal Film Award and the special mention for best 
director at the Seattle International Film Festival

THE NEW ARTIS (80’ 2018) 

THE TASTE OF DESIRE (85’ 2020) 
won the Best Pitch Award at the Leipzig DOK Festival
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DIRECTOR OF 
PHOTOGRAPHY  
REMKO SCHNORR

EDITOR 
SASKIA KIEVITS

MUSIC COMPOSER  
TUUR  FLORIZOONE

Remko, with his poetic and seductive camera work, has been selected for 
two nominations at Festival de Cannes:
‘Over Your Cities Grass Will Grow’ by Sophie Fiennes (feature 
documentary, 2010) & ‘Missing’ by Jochem de Vries (Short Films, 2009)

Award-winning editor Saskia Kievits edited Kluijhouts previous 
documentaries including ‘Sergio Herman, FUCKING PERFECT’ 
(awarded special jury prize at Seattle Film Festival, 2015).

Tuur Florizoone has quickly become one of the most beloved musicians 
in Belgium. In 2008, the audience completely fell for the passionate score 
for the Flemish film ‘Aanrijding in Moscow ‘. Melancholic, simple melodies 
that initiate a wide range of emotions and colors are his strengths. 
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PRODUCTION 
COMPANY
 
HALAL

PRODUCER
 
OLIVIA SOPHIE VAN LEEUWEN

HALAL is a production company and photography agency that redefines 
moments of popular culture through radical approaches to storytelling. 
With an artist centric business made up of an international roster of talent, 
HALAL has a holistic approach to content creation. Founded in 2005, 
HALAL is owned and run by four partners: Gijs Kerbosch, Roel Oude 
Nijhuis, Gijs Determeijer and Olivia Sophie van Leeuwen. Consisting of 
a photography, fiction, documentary and commercial department, the 
company’s DNA lies in thinking outside conventional narratives. 

WWW.HALAL.AMSTERDAM

HALAL non-scripted is spearheaded by Olivia Sophie van Leeuwen, an EAVE and Eurodoc 
graduate and with a media studies master’s degree at the University of Amsterdam and the New 
York University Tisch School of the Arts on her back. Her main focus is to expand the departments 
international portfolio and effectively attract and cultivate top talent to help create the greatest 
quality documentary films with high artistic value. Olivia was mentioned as top talent filmmakers in 
Screen Daily early this year. 
Boasting with artistic value, HALAL’s non-scripted work aims to deliver documentaries that surprise, inspire 
and inform. The work is generally recognized by challenging the norm, either in its approach or form. 
This quality has not gone unnoticed; the work has premiered and toured globally at A-list festivals and 
been part of prestigious international competitions. Hallmark productions include ‘Genderblend’ 
(2017), ‘Independent Boy’ (2017), ‘KEEPER’ (2019), ‘King of the Cruise’ (2019) and ‘Drama Girl’ 
(2020), many of which have caught the attention of globally recognized outfits.
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http://www.halal.amsterdam
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ABOUT THE 
COPRODUCER

EMMY OOST

Emmy Oost of Cassette for Timescapes produces films and crossmedia projects that combine innovative 
vision and social or political engagement. With their projects they like nothing better than to defy the 
rules and cross over the boundaries between genres. With a main focus on creative documentaries, 
they also produce fiction films, television series and interactive projects. Cassette for Timescapes has 
successfully coproduced with the US, UK, France, Germany, the Netherlands and aims at distributing 
its films worldwide through a tailor-made impact strategy for each project.

WWW.TIMESCAPES.BE
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SALES AGENT

RISE AND SHINE

Rise and Shine World Sales markets and sells outstanding documentary films to broadcasters and local 
distributors around the world. Founded in 2007, the company’s Managing Director Stefan Kloos and his 
team Diana Karklin and Anja Dziersk take a selection of 12-16 new films per year plus a growing exquisite 
catalogue to the major markets and directly to broadcasters and other distribution channels. Strong 
storylines and style, universal topics, personal perspectives. Youth and pop culture. Current affairs, human 
rights issues, popular science, ecology, geopolitics. They do everything to see each film “rise and shine”.
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PARTNERS HALAL presents ‘The Taste of Desire’ in co-production with 
KRO -NCRV and VRT. 

The film was supported by The Netherlands Film Fund, NPO 
Fund, CoBO, Abraham Tushinski Fund, Creative Media Europe, 
Vlanders Audiovisual Fund and the Taxshelter in Belgium.
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CONTACT INFO For all PR related matters contact INE@HALAL.AMSTERDAM

For sales related questions contact ANJA.DZIERSK@RISEANDSHINE-BERLIN.DE
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